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DOSSIER  
Flamenco sin Fronteras (Flamenco without Borders) 
A research about the sense of a living art and its protagonists in Andalusia  

Documentary © Filippo Ciardi, director and producer  

!
SYNOPSIS 

Flamenco sin Fronteras is a documentary about the deepest meanings of flamenco nowadays, in which more 
than 40 characters show the different ways of living it and also its contradictions, through live performances, 
personal testimonies and experiences, in constant tension between traditions and contemporaneity. A 
journey of discovery made of intense meetings in Jerez de La Frontera, Cadíz, Sevilla, and also in Navarra. 
Andalusian, spanish and foreigner artists and fans reveal themselves in various environments, from big 
events like Jerez and Pamplona flamenco festivals, to more intimate places like clubs, bars, homes, and at 
different times of the year, showing through their lives that flamenco is a living art without borders. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE: ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL GOAL 

The project’s objective is to provide a portrait of flamenco as richer as possible, made by many faces, the 
ones of its protagonists, in the places of its origin and evolution, showing the different components, such as 
singing, dancing, guitar playing, but not focusing only on the musical aspects, but also on personal, cultural 
and social issues. The characters filmed testify that flamenco has continued to be during time a living and 
popular art in Andalusia, between tradition and modernity, but also a form of expression that is now 
“borderless” (“sin fronteras”, paraphrasing Jerez and the various Andalusian cities “de la Frontera”). This 
affection is not only because it has been declared a World Heritage, but because it is like a faith for all those 
who are deeply fascinated by it and begin to live and practice it with respect, passion and dedication, also for 
the foreigners that are the co-protagonists of the documentary with Spanish people, so that core issues of 
the documentary are: the debate on flamenco meanings, teaching and learning, messages and emotions 
transmission through a musical form of expression. 

CHARACTERS (complete list at the bottom) 

Among the protagonists there are people of great experience in flamenco, like dance masters José Galván 
and Juan Parra, the singer Fernando de la Morena and the guitarist Paco Cepero, and some of them have 
passed to another life during the editing, like Juan Moneo Lara El Torta and Manuel Molina. They and 
others confront themselves in the movie with younger artists like the singer Rocío Marquéz, the dancer 
Leonor Leal and guitarists Dani Moron and Juan Diego Mateos, and also unusual instrumentalists for 
flamenco, non spanish professionals and some “with different capacity.” In total, more than 40 among the 
best artists, researchers and amateurs show how they live flamenco in a constant search and tension between 
tradition and contemporaneity. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

The duration of the documentary is 1 hour and 45 minutes. The dialogues are in Spanish original language 
with English subtitles (and in the future more languages). The images are 16:9 full HD 1920×1080 pixels, 25 
frames per second progressive, sound is stereo. I choosed a quality but light equipment, suitable for an 
independent production, manageable by one person and not intrusive, which has facilitated getting near the 
subjects and their spontaneity. The editing was performed with a professional computer and software. The 
final product can be transferred in various formats, for cinema, tv and web.  

Direction, photography, camera, sound, editing and production: Filippo Ciardi. Camera and editing 
assistant: Stefano Liuzzo. Logo: Elena Clari. Graphic designer: Sharon Neirynck. 

DIRECTOR’S SHORT BIOGRAPHY 

I am the independent director, stubborn seeker and hidden character of this flamenco discovery adventure. I 
am also finishing to shoot and edit another feature documentary, “Through the Alps”, and working on a 
visual project about post earthquake in L’Aquila. I graduated in economics and I am now a multimedia 
freelance journalist and filmmaker, and also a musician. I worked for several years as communication, press 
office and fundraising coordinator for different italian development ngos. From some years I am 
experimenting with photo and video as part of my jobs even if the passion for telling stories and images was 
born when I was very young, starting to practice in a local magazine, assisting an uncle that was a 
professional photographer, and later turning my enthusiasm for moving pictures, collaborating with some 
friends who are documentarists. 

CONTACTS AND SUPPORT: THE PROJECT GOES ON 

Flamenco sin Fronteras is first of all the documentary of its characters and an independent project in some 
way “incremental”. It can become of everyone if  also you participate. The search of funding to finish a 
definitive version goes on, after the pre premiere in Festival of Jerez on the 2nd of march 2016. You can 
support with a donation and if it is at least 20 euros, ask for a copy of the movie. The project continues in 
Andalusia and with a double proposal of a “tour beyond the border” in all the world, for screenings and new 
shootings for a second documentary of a series about flamenco outside of Spain (see the detailed proposal). 

Contact me for informations and to propose cinema screening, tv broadcasting and new shooting ideas. 

+34 684120101 (es) / +39 328 6789849 (it), info@flamencosinfronteras.net, Skype: filippo.ciardi 

Thank you! !
Filippo Ciardi 
director and producer of Flamenco sin Fronteras 
freelance journalist, photoreporter, filmmaker !! !!
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WITH (characters, in order of appearance ) !
Marco Flores 
Olga Pericet 
Harumi Hata 
Stefano Liuzzo 
Juan Moneo Lara "El Torta" 
Paco Lara 
José Gil Valencia 
Jesus Alvarez 
Ana Maria Blanco 
Luis Vargas Monje 
Gema Moneo 
Jesús Agarrado 
Joselito Méndez 
Fernando Carrasco Vargas "De La Morena" 
Pedro Carrasco Romero ”Periquín, Niño Jero" 
José de Los Camarones 
Diego del Morao 
Paco Cepero 
Manuel Molina 
Alba Molina Montoya 
Juan Parra 
Ana María García "Anamarga" 
Juan Manuel Fernández Montoya "Farruquito" 
José Galván 
Paco Suárez 
José Antonio Carmona Carmona "Pepe Habichuela" 
Jorge Pardo 
Remedios Amaya 
Rocío Marquéz 
Leonor Leal 
Dani de Morón 
Juan Fajardo Moneo 
Juan Diego Mateos 
Javiera De la Fuente 
Rocío Molina 
Rosario Guerrero “La Tremendita” 
Maria Rääk 
Pepe Ortega 
María de Triana 
José Galán 
Vanesa Aibar 
Reyes Vergara 
Helliot Baeza 
Inma “La Carbonera” 
Hana Iridiani 
Mateo Garriga 
Juan Castro Vargas 
Paola Ghiglione 

THANK YOU TO  
the persons in charge of the shooting locations !
Festival de Jerez y Teatro Villamarta 
Fiesta de la bulería, Jerez 
International Flamenco Institute, Jerez 
Librería Flamencos de Tombuctú, Jerez 
Tablao El Lagar del Tio Parrilla, Jerez 
Peña Los Cernicalos, Jerez 
Tabanco El Pasaje, Jerez 
La Gitanería, Jerez 
Peña Luis de La Pica, Jerez 
Fiesta por la Luna de San Juan, Jerez 
Centro Andalúz del Flamenco, Jerez 
La Guarida del Ángel, Jerez 
Damajuana, Jerez 
Bar La Bien Pagá, Vejer de La Frontera 
Academia de baile Juan Parra, Jerez 
Sala Compañía, Jerez 
Bar Arriate, Jerez 
Festival Flamenco on Fire, Pamplona 
Hotel 3 Reyes, Pamplona 
Teatro Gayarre, Pamplona 
Festival de Cante “El Búcaro”, San José de la 
Rinconada (Sevilla) 
Bar Casa Gabriela, Jerez 
Havana Café, Jerez 
La Sevillania, sala rociera, Sevilla 
Sala Paúl, Jerez !
THANK YOU TO  
the first ones supporting the documentary !
Leonor Leal 
Maria Barbara Giacometti 
Davide Ciardi 
Simone Liuzzo 
Luisa Ricca 
Kaija Virta !
THANK YOU TO  !
my family to look after my home in Prato during my life 
in Andalusia and most of all to take care of my restless 
soul in the distance !
all the people who are collaborating to produce and 
distribute my first feature documentary !
the art of the people I met, from all parts of the world, 
hoping to continue sharing with them, somewhere
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